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CARD Workshop
The Davis Center for Archaeological Research (CARD)
is sponsoring an archaeological workshop dealing with
current research in "Ecology and Human Adaptation in
' California and the Great Basin. " The gathering will be
held" on the Davis campus March 3rd and 4th, 194 Young
Hall, beginning 9:30 A.M.
The workshop will be under the chairmanship of Professor
Martin Baumhoff. In keeping with previous sessions of
this nature the format will remain unstructured. The
purpose of the works hop is to get together, exchange ideas
and discuss problems concerning our various areas of

r~:i~es

will be sent out to all institljtions, major
•
lty and staff; however everyone with an interest is
welcome.
For iurther information contact the following individuals:
VALERIE A. LEVULETT
DEAN GAUMER
c/o Dept. of Anthropology
Center for Archaeological
Research at Davis
University of California
Davis, CA 95616
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FROM
THE
EDITOR

The SCA NEWSLETTER is going to hi.'ve a column devoted
to the interests and affairs of avocational archaeology. The
Editor, Lynn Hudson of the Antelope Valley Archaeological
Society, is going to need input for the column. Her name
should be placed on the mailing list of each archaeology
society in the state, especially Newsletter mailing lists so
that information can flow between th\'! many active group; in
the state t.hat are concerned with avocational archaeology .
Please mall Newsletters and articles of interest to:
Lynn Budson
35508 85th St., E.,
Littlerock, CA 93543
LINDA KING,
Editor

CALENDAR

ACT NOW
The State Resources Agency has just released its proposed
guidelines for environmental impact reports, Archaeology is
given a prominent place; any project that will impact an
archaeological site is defined as having a significant impact
on the environment. The guidelines do not specify how to
find out if a project will impact a site, however. NOW IS
THE TIME to contact your city, county, local soil conservation, water, flood control and improvement districts- all
of whom must conform to the guidelines by April
and~ke
them understand that archaeological surveys are necessary
to identify such impacts. Everyone should act now, before
ineffective policies get established. For further information
and advise contact Paul Schumacher (415) 469-1642), Nelson
Leonard (213) 825-7411), Rick Hanks (714) 787-3885), or
Tom King (707) 542-1738.
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NEXT DEADLINE FOR NEWS:
March 15

CARD WORKSHOP ON CALIFORNIA AND
GREAT BASIN ARCHAEOLOGY
Young Hall, UC Davis

Mar. 3,
9:30 AM

BMC MEETING AND PRESENTATION
BY HARRY NELSON
Faculty House, Foothill College

Mar. ll, ll:OO

SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
Annual Meeting, Sheraton Palace
Hotel, San Francisco

May 3-5

SOCIETY FOR CALIFORNIA ;1JRCHAEOLOGY
Annual Meeting, Sheraton Palace
Hotel, Comstock Room

May 3
7:30 PM

SCA Informal Research Report Meetings
NORTHERN (place to be arranged)

Oct. 13

SCA Informal Research Report Meetings
SOUTHERN (place to be arranged)

Oct. 20

SOCIETY FOR HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
Oakland Museum

Jan. 10-12, 1974
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Executive Board
The Executive Boarc! field .. open meetings on January 20th
and 27th in San Francisco and Los Angeles, respectively.
The following report deals mainly with business completed
at these meetings.
Treasurer's Report
Treasurer Roberta Greenwood has submitted a detailed
report of receipts and .expenditures for calendar year 1972.
Our net balance (on 1/23/73) was $1782. 51.
Membership
Our numbers were in steady increase through the last
quarter of 1972. From 270 in October, our membership grew
to 462 by the first of the New Year. Membership renewal
notices will be mailed within the next month.

California Archaeology, and King, Jeffers on, and Dil:ls'
Archaeology Without Excavation: Approaches to Archaeological
, Survey.
Riverside Certification Program
For Executive Board review, Rick Hanks has. presented an
outline of the new archaeological certification.program for
avocationals. This endeavor is being coordinated by the
SCA, the Riverside County Parks Department, and the
Riverside Municipal Museum. Modeled after the Ark ans as
program, the certified graduates of the Riverside program
may be scheduled into the new SCA rank and salary proposal
which would become effective July 1st.

•

Task Force
The report on the status of California archaeology has
been completed, and the comparable assessments of history,
Indian cemeteries, and paleontology will be done within the
next month. Efforts are underway to design legislation,
presumably to create new structures .and programs within
existing state .agencies rather than to create new agencies.
Conclusions

The SCA is extremely active on many fronts. Viable
Highway Archaeology
Nelson Leonard reports that, subject to approval from the committees are successfully dealing with problems of
Division of Highways, I) Dean Gaumer will serve as District environmental studies, professional improvement, public
3 Archaeologist with hi~ base at U. C. Davis; 2) Drs. Durbin education, museum ethics, archaeological legislation
(at all levels of government), and increasing intra-societal
and Napton will operate the District 10 program through Cal.
coordination and communication. I am pleased by the
State Sacramento until July 1st, then shift their institutional
progress in all of these areas. If .we can find solutions to
umbrella to Cal. State Stanislaus; and 3) the District ll
our business office problem, then 1973 can be made one of
program may be transferred from the San Diego Museum of
the most productive and involved years in SCA annals.
Man to Cal. State San Diego.
My thanks and best regards to all members.
Coastal Commissions
MICHAEL J. MORATTO
Notwithstanding the effort of the State Task Force, the
President, SC A
(Prop. 20) Coastal Commissions have been established
without member archaeologists. To insure that these
commissions consider archaeological matters in· their planning SALARY SCHEDULE REVISED
the SCA will mail to each commissioner a series of recommendations regarding archaeological resources management.

The salary schedule and classification for consulting
archaeologists, as proposed in the SCA Memorandum that
Business Office Crisis
accompanied the last issue of the NEWSLETTER, is being
revised by the SCA Executive Board. The suggested pay
Appended to this issue of the NEWSLETTER is a flyer
schedule is being raised to better fit the new State salary
explaining the financial crisis facing our business office.
schedule, and the classification is being revised to put
In addition to donations to sustain our office work protempore, we desperately need persons to serve on a committee less emphasis on academic titles, in compliance with the
to seek long-term support. Please contact me if you would be wishes of SCA members. If interested in reviewing the
new schedule, contact Mike Moratto, Paul Schumacher, or
willing to help find ways to maintain our business office.
Tom King.
Museum Antiquity Guidelines
Rob Edwards has prepared a one-page ethical statement
citing various guidelines regarding the sale or evaluation of
antiquities by museums. This statement will be distributed
immediately to various staff members at all of the state's
museums, public ·or private. Further, a committee was
formed to prepare a more detailed docum.ent on the subjecta document which may be considered for future publication.
by TOM KING
Environmental Policy

•

Out Of The Pits

Tom King reported that the new state environmental
As we prepare to go to press with this issue, we've
policy guidelines are now available, and that these guidelines
received the welcome news that the Moss-Bennett Bill, lost
treat archaeology explicitly, and that statewide adoption
in Congress last session, is about to be. re-introduced as the
will occur by April 6th. Suggested improvements will be
"ARCHAEOLOGY SALVAGE BILL". ·The .Senate version of the
communicated to th.e state as soon as possible. Tom is also
bill is designated S. 514, and_ the House version H.R. 296.
preparing a booklet on environmental studies for archaeoloThe following s ;mopsis of the legislation has
gists, to be published in the near future by the SCA.
been sent us by Carl ·Chapman of the University of Missouri.
SCA Publications
l. All Federal agencies whose programs are endangering
Chairman Tom King reports that the reprinting of
or destroying scientific prehistorical, historical, or
Government and Archaeology (revised ed.) .will be postponed
archaeological data are authorized to expend program funds
until June or later, so new laws can be included.
(up to 1%) to. protect or recover such data prior to its loss.
Publications in the immediate future may include King's
No required administrative procedures are sent forth so that
environmental studies guideline, Moratto' s The Status of
the agency may accomplish this by whatever administrative

•
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procedures are compatible with its Operations. In cases
here the data threatened are very fmportant and the 1%
inadequa_te, additional funds may be negotiated with the
agency endangering the data.
2. Any federal agency which does not wish to undertake
direct responsibility for threatened archaeological resources
· s directed to notify the Secretary of the Interior whenever
·~t has authoritative information that such archaeological
resources are threatened by its activities· l:hat alter the
terrain. The Secretary of the Interior upon receiving such
notification shall evaluate the situation and cause a survey
or other investigation to be made to the extent necessary to
protect the public interest. T.o accom~lis~ this the F:de~al
agency whose program is responsible ror tne destruct10n is
authG>rized to transfer program funds, in an amount not to
ex~eed 1% of the total cost of the program,' project, or
activity, to the Secretary of the Interior.
3. Archaeologists will be enabled to select sites upon
which to concentrate their efforts on the basis of scientific
need rather than being restricted in their selection solely
to those sites being destroyed by dam construction or
reservoir flooding. Basically, the responsibility for
initiating action rests with the archaeologists, and those
interested in archaeological and historical preservation,
so the Federal agencies involved will not be burdened with
unnecessary administrative problems or expense.

•

The ASB, of course, has been the object of intense
interest in the arch.aeological community for the last couple
of years, and has been strongly supported by virtually every
archaeological organization in the nation .. The Society.
recently wired California's Senators and a selection of
ngressmen concerning the Bill, and it is hoped that
.
mbers will make their.opinions known to their representatives.
Arguments against the Bill in the past have come largely

from congressmen who feared a hold-up of urgent construction and from federal agencies who feared having to transfer
authority to the Department of the Interior. As Chapman's
synopsis indicates, provisions have been introduced to
alleviate some of these concerns. A more seriqus problem
from an archaeologist's point of view is the possibility
that the ASB will actually be used to water down the
protective elements of the National Environmental Policy
Act (Cf. Newsletter Vol. 6 , No. 3). Conceivably agencies
could regard fulfillment of the salvage-oriented requirements
of the ASB as fulfillment of the preservation requirements
of the NEPA, thus regularly providing for.salvage but
ignoring the possibility of site-preservation. Pragmatically,
however, it seems evident that it will always be uncommon·
for construction projects to be absolutely halted because
of archaeological concerns; we will sometimes help stop
unwise projects, but seldom without assistance from
ecologists, conservationists, and others concerned with
preservation. Projects are seldom if ever going to be '
halted simply by administrative decision- it's always going
to require something of a fight, in which we will have to
assert the fact that salvage is not an adequate substitute
for preservation. What the ASB does is provide a definite
policy for those situations in which preservation is not
possible- in which the circumstances of the project are
such that public opposition is not generated and in
which the only feasible option for archaeologists is to
allow the project to go forward with maximum provision
for mitigation of archaeological impacts. As such, it
cleans up presently rather muddled federal policy with
reg a.rd to procedures, funding, and so on.
A nationwide drive is on to see the ASB passed and
implemented by July 1973. I suggest that everyone consider
the bill and the discussions of it that have appeared in the
NEW'SLETTER and eisewhere over the years, and advise
your representatives of your opinions. If you want a copy
of the Bill, contact the SCA Business Office.

NEIJ5 OF -THE PJt.DFESS JON •••
VALLECITO CEMETERY SAVED FROM
DEVELOPMENT
On October 2 O, 19 72 , the San Diego Planning
Commission met with the owners of a parcel of property
just west of the Vallecito State Station near the AnzaBorrego Desert State Park in San Diego County. The owners
had planned tentatively to build a restaµrant, gas station'
and the B & K Trailer Park on the site and needed a special
use permit to begin construction.
The County Board of Supervisors had an Environmental
Development Agency which in turn has the Integrated
Regional Environmental Management Agency (IREM). : This
latter agency contacted the San Diego Museum of Man and
consulted with Ronald V. May concerning the archaeological resources of the site. It was noted that "C-165" lay
directly under the proposed development. Furthermore,
the site contained an historic Diegueno cemetery.
The site was first reported by Pedro Fages on an expedition through the area in 17 81. He reported a population of
some 500 people in the area around a "cienega" (swamp).
A relatively large settlement remained in the area during
years when the stage station quartered steeds fro.m the
us Butterfield State Line. However, the population
.•
ndoned the site in 1906. The whole area, especially
the cemetery, was covered with two to six feet of gravel
in the infamous 1916 Flood.
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Dave Pasqual of !REM and Ron May began to organize
expertise and statements from all over the state to urge
the Planning Commission to deny the Special Use Permit.
Since an historic Indian cemetery was involved, some of
the members of the local Indian community were invited to
add their comments. Indians came from Riverside, Pala,
and all around to hear the case a.nd let the government
know th~y revere their ancient religious sites. Mr. Ron
Albu of the California Indian Legal Service also came to
explain the legal side of the stand.
When the case came before the Planning Commission,
it was announced that letters had come from the Treganza
Museum University of California, Riverside, Archaeological
Research Inc., the District Archaeologist at the San Diego
Museum of Man, and numerous inte;ested citizens of the
community. Ron May spoke on behalf of the San Diego
Museum of Man, attesting that Malcolm J. Rogers had
accidentally uncovered cremations and ·a cemetery while
testing the area in 1924. The cemetery was then
rcecovered and not announced to the public, until this
project came to the attention of the museum .
Ron Albu then spoke of the Archaeological Task Force
set up by S.B. 215. He informed the Planning Commission
of the moratorium against any excavation of historic
cemeteries. To test ti.11e area te dis pell any doubts about
the cemetery would be a misde.ineanor.

The various Indian groups gave moral testimony and
pleaded for government recognition of their religious
places and the greater American heritage.
The land owner then stood up and offered to plant grass
on the site and place a plaque to protect the cemetery
forever. The Planning Commission denied the SpecialUse Permit in a hail of tears and cheers. It was
unanimously decided that in the future all religious and
archaeological sites will be better reviewed in environmental impact studies.
This concession was considered to be monumental.
The site is now being recommended for a position on the
National Register of Historic Sites. The archaeologists
must learn to monitor the developments in the planning
states, especially before the developers obtain special
use permits, In the future, it is hoped that this sort of
victory will be an everyday occurrence.
RONALD V. MAY
November, 1972
NCAS DISSOLVED
The Northwestern California Archaeological Society has
lost its corporate status and has been dissolved as an
active archaeological organization. All collections, notes,
publications and other significant assets of the Society
have been donated to the Novato Prehistory Museum, 2100
Novato Blvd., Novato, CA 94947. Data collected by the
NCAS will be available for legitimate study at the Novato
Prehistory Muse um as soon as re-cataloging is complete.
The Novato Prehistory Museum will also fill orders for the
only remaining NCAS pubUcation in print, Tom King's
"The Dead at Tiburon" ($1. 50). A limited number of back
issues of the NCAS' s newsletter, The Diggers Digest, are
available from the Editor, Mr. Omar Conger, 399 Camphor
Ave. , Fremont, CA.
Former NCAS members are urged to join the Novato
Prehistory Museum and the Miwok Archaeological Preserve
of Marin (MAPOM: 2255 Las Gallinas Ave., San 94903) in
continuing the research and educational efforts of the
Society.
TOM JACKSON
TOM KING
January, 1973

east at Kitchen Creek. Based upon data obtained from
sherds of Tizon Brown Ware, the users of this site
maintained social contacts with clans in the In-Ko-Pah
Mountains, near the Gulf of California, and some
Luiseno or Kumeyai living on Palomar Mountain.
RONALD V. MAY
January, 1973

•

"WILD RIVERS" WILL PROTECT SITES
Governor Reagan's recent signature of the "Wild
Rivers" bill sponsored by Marin's Assemblyman Peter Behr
should result in long-range protection for archaeological
sites along the Eel and other rivers of northwestern California. The act places a moratorium on all reservoir pJ,~nning
on specified northwest rivers. Included among the
reservoirs thus eliminated is the High Dos Rios, to which
SCA has expressed opposition since its inception. The
Act encourages responsible planning along the subject
rivers, so there is a good chance for preservation in
perpetuity of the many sites recorded there. The
Environmental Policy Committee has written commending the
Governor for his action.
TOM KING
January 12, 19 73

LUCERNE VALLEY PROJECT "RELOCATED"
Since the Spring of 19 72, the Archaeological Research
Unit of UCR has been working on the archaeology of
Southern California Edison Environmental Impact Study
of the proposed generating plant and its related right-of
ways for the Lucerne Valley Project in the Mojave Desert
of San Bernadino County. Recently Edison has decided
to abandon the site of the proposed Fry Mountain generating plant and has chosen a new site about nine miles to
the east in the Upper Johnson Valley.
This has resulted in a postponement of fieldwork until
research strategies and contracts can be re-evaluated.
It is hoped that work can restlllle.by the first of February.
HERRICK E. HANKS
January 10, 197

BLM HIRES RANGER-ARCHAEOLOGIST

CAJON PASS

Although the District Archaeologist position for the
Bureau of Land Management Riverside District was caught
in the recent freeze on Federal hiring, the District dld
manage to push through the hiring of a Ranger-Archaeologist. He is Stanton Rolf, a recent graduate from the
University of Arizona. Rolf' B maj.or area of responsibility
will be in the Northeastern Desert Area of the Riverside
District.
HERRICK E. HANKS

The California Highway Commission has approved the
expenditure of $35, 000 for archaeological research
planned for Crowder Canyon in the Cajon Pass area of San
Bernardino County. The area will be affected by the
planned relocation of two 36-inch gas mai.ns prior to
future realignment of the Route 138 Freeway.
The proposed research was submitted by Gerald A.
Smith, director of the San Bernardino County Museum.

•

January 12, 1973
LA POSTA KUMEYAI SITE IN THE LAGUNA MOUNTAINS

OLD TOWN SAN DIEGO

Mr. Dick Adams of the US Forest Service notified Ron
May, District Archaeologist, of a site about to be bulldozed by oncoming highway construction near Interstate 8
in the. Laguna Mountains of San Diego County. An emergency salvage crew was formed and equipped by Ron May
and directed by Mark Ryzdynski.
Salvage included a detailed mapping of the site and
two test pits which attained a depth of fifty centimeters.
The resultant information indicated that the site was a
subsidiary milling station, probably belonging to a
larger Kumeyai (Diegueno) village several miles to the

The Old Town State Park in San Diego has embarked upon
another step in the development of a community-sized
monument to our historic heritage. The State Department
of Parks and Recreation has funded three different archaeological investigations for that future development.
The first job involves a study of the architectural
features and related artifactual remains in the Machado
Adobe, reputed to have been built in 1832 by Jose Machado.
Sr. Machado was a "leather jacket soldier" for the Spanish
Government and had built this adobe away from the
presidio. This study is undertaken by William J. Wallace,
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wife Edith, and their assistants: Ron May, Mark
dynski, Karl Gurcke, Jay Hatley, Carolyn May, Rick
nor.
The second operation involves a field school from the
University of San Diego. It is directed by Mr. Ray Brandes
and his assistant Mr. James Moriarty. The Casa de
Dominquez was leveled in the last fifty years, but will be
reconstructed if the original foundations can be located.
The final operation will be the excavation of the "Seeley
Stables" behind the famous Bandini House. Dr. Paul H.
Ezell will direct a small crew to locate the foundations and
learn more of the population which began to abandon the
presidio around 1825. This will fill an important gap in
local history, as currently apparent in the excavations at
the San Diego Presidio.
Together, all of these projects will greatly add to the
understanding of Spanish and Mexican lifeways in
colonial Northern New Spain. It is hoped that the
data will aid the Parks and Recreation engineers to redesign
those buildings much as they one were. All artifacts will
be placed on display in one of the future exhibits.
RONALD V. MAY
January, 1972
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR DEL NORTE?
Spearheaded by the vigorous action of Agricultural
Commissioner L. J. Garrett, a move is afoot to conduct a
large-scale survey of Del Norte County to provide the basis
for Impact Statement evaluations. The survey, estimated
to cost about $20, 000, would include inspection of all
ely" portions of non-state and federal land in the
mty, plus a stratified random 10% sample of all
ilikely" properties. Funds would be derived from revenuesharing accounts, reimbursed via a levy on building
permit applications and similar filings. Garrett, after
' consultation with archaeologists Richard Gould (U. of
Hawaii) and Tom King (SCA) has submitted his proposal to
the Board of Supervisors, and action is expected soon.
TOM KING
January ll, 19 73

BLM-UCR AGREEMENT SIGNED
A Memorandum of Understanding between the Bureau of
Land Management and the University atRiverside concerning
archaeological assistance has recently been signed. As a
result, the archaeological Research Unit (ARU) of UCR is
now charged with assisting the BLM Riverside District
Office in archaeological matters and with reviewing all BLM
permits, leases, or other agreements with a view to
evaluating potential archaeological impact within the
District. Under this agreement, the ARU will also assist
with archaeological matters as they pertain to BL:tv!' s
California Desert Study.
HERRICK E. HANKS
December 20, 1972

FIELD SC:t:!OOL PLANS
Making plans to give a Field School?
P . s e remember to inform the SCA NEWSLETTER
a
on as possible so we can give complete
i
rmation to our readers

CURATOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Starting time: 1 July 19 73 Starting salary:

10, 000 to
ll,200
Qualifications: Ph. D, M. A. or equivalent experience in
anthropology or archaeology; some experience with
scientific collections, and a current or potential research
interest in the Pacific Southwestern United States or adjacent
islands are preferred.

Deadline for applications:

15 March 19 73

Where to apply: Send curriculum vitae to:
Dr. Dennis M. Power, Director
Museum of Natural History
2559 Puesta del Sol Road
Santa Barbara, California 93105

RONALD V. MAY, archaeologist with David D. Smith and
Associates, Environmental Consultants will perform
archaeological environmental studies.
Box 929-E, San Diego, California 92109
(714) 273-3250 (Business phone)
(714) 287-3667 (Home phone)

The public is highly receptive to archaeology and related
courses nowadays; A far from complete roundup of such
courses in the Bay Area has revealed the following:
Tom King is organizing a 12-hour works hop on
"Archaeology: Theory, Method and Techniques," to be
on Frtday and Saturday, April 6-7, at De Anza College,
Cupertino. This is one of a sertes of Anthropology
Workshops being sponsored jointly by De Anz~ College and
Bay Area Teachers of Anthropology.
Malian H. Sagan, member of BAAC, has been teaching
archaeology as a course in the Mountain View-Los Altos
Adult Education program at Los Altos liigh School, for the
last three years. She has been limiting it to Classical
Old World Archaeology (Semester I: Greek Archaeology;
Semester II: Roman archaeology) but she is considering
introducing a third semester on pre-Columbian archaeology.
Her present course is described as "a slide-illustrated
survey of the most important sites of classical antiquity."
Vera Mae Fredrtckson is currently teaching a course on
"California Indians- Past and Present" at the Walnut
Creek Civic Arts Center. Most of those taking the course
are teachers and can get credit through St. Mary's College.
This course may be repeated in the sprtng.
West Valley College is presenting a course on Museum
Science with the purpose of teq.ching the skills needed to
work in a museum, including the art of education through
display of archaeological matertals.
We would like to highlight such programs and
courses in this column. Please send us information on
educational programs going on in your area, c/o SCA
Newsletter Editor Linda King.
SHIRLEY LEE
KEN COLSON

EARTH SCIENCE AND
ARCHAEOLOGY
David L. Weide
Curator, Geology Museum
University of California
Los Angeles
(Second in a series)

or Franciscan. If the material is dark colored but does
NOT have a distinctive, regular white or light brown
•
component it is more likely to be from rocks associated wi
with the Franciscan group. The key, therefore, lies in
the remarkably homogeneous nature of the Monterey chert
where it is exposed along some 500 miles of the California
coast.
In a future issue we will return to the Franciscan
· Formation for a look at some other problems of interest to
California Archaeologists, including the question of
"Steatite"- what is it and what does it imply in the
archaeological context?

In the last issue of the NEWSLETTER we proposed a
classification of some of the tool-making rocks based on
their geologic origin. Can this system be applied to
·specific problems in California archaeology with meaningful
results? The answer is yes IT (1) IF the excavtor has
saved or accurately recorded the composition of all chipped
stone material recove;red not just the PtpJectile points.
(2) IF the crypto-crystalline material use~ in tool manufacture can be accurately identified and associated with a
specific geographic region .. (3) IF the regional geology is
DOES LONG-TERM FLOODING HARM SITES?
well enough known as far as what tool-rock is pctentially
available.
This is a report on the effects of long term inundation
California is "woild famous" for its geological complexity. of 4-LAn-475, a site in the Van Norman Reservoir, San
This makes our task much more difficult (than if we were
Fernando, California.
working in - say - South Dakota) by providing many sources
The site under study is believed to be a site (ceremonial?)
for many different types of tool-rocks. Two common
similar to one excavated prior to the filling of the Castaic
materials, however, illustrate some of the potentials in a
Reservoir, LAn-324 (Clay Singer, personal communication).
geographic study of materials. Two different cherts are
Overlying and intermixed with the aboriginal deposit is
often found in California coastal sites. These are l) cherts. a historic depost, probably from the Lopez Rancho which
associated with the Monterey Formation - a series of
was occupied from the mid l850's until the Los Angeles
marine sedimentary rocks dating from the Miocene and
Department of Water and Power purchased the land in about
2) cherts derived from the Cretaceous ( ?) Franciscan
1910. The reservoir was completed and flooded in 1913 .
Formation, a complex associ ati6n of metamorphic,
Prior to the flooding, the area to be inundated was cleared
sedimentary, and volcanic rocks which forms much of the
of vegetation - unfortunately, I haven't, as yet, found out
central coast range.
just how this was accomplished. Quite possibly the
vvben we are trying to sort out and make anthropological
structures were simply dynamited (Clyde Carney, reservoir
sense from tool assemblages containing both Monterey and
personnel, personal communication) and the debris
Franciscan chert (the usual case for coastal sites of any
dllowed to remain as it fell.
size and/or time depth) the first key characteristic (a
After the February, 1971 earthquake the reservoir was
distinctive, easily recognized lithology) must be combined..
drained. Therefore, the site has been under the waters of
with the fact that both types have fairly wide spread but in
the reservoir for 58 years. The site was discovered when
fact limited geographic distributions. Rocks containing
bulldozer operators uncovered a few stone bowls and
1
Monterey chert extend, along the coast from southern Orange metates. Excavation of the site was carried out by a
County (Oceanside) to just north of San Francisco, while
field class from CSUN in both the Fall and Spring of 1972.
Franciscan cherts can occur naturally across an area
As far as I can determine tlie effect of this long tenn
extending north from about Santa Barbara to a point well up
inundation has been very slight with regards to the subinto Oregon. The best areas for recognizing "imports",
surface material. The water (or moisture seeping down)
therefore, are the extreme north and. south ends of the
has had no overt effect on any of the aboriginal or
state. Sites in the vicinity of Newport Bay, for instance,
historical artifacts other than metal objects of iron contain a surprising number of artifacts made from
as all iron artifacts were very badly oxidized, some of
Franciscan chert (indicating import from at least as far
them being merely iron oxide stains in the soil. These
north as Santa Barbara). Items made from Monterey chert,
iron artifa.cts include square nails, stove and pipe fragon the other hand, have been recovered as far. north as
inents, ett. All other artifacts
bone, lithic (chipped
Crescent City and as far inland as Chico.
.and ground), plastic, rubber, leather and even wood
Of the two cherts, the Monterey is the. more distinctive,
seem to have been preserved by t)1e water. In fact, I have
for it is composed of extremely regular, thin, alternating
some wood siding or shingles- found at a depth of 6-12
light and dark bands of diatomaceous and siliceous material. inches below the silt layer that appear as ii cut only a
This zebra-like banding verifies its sedimentary origin
few years ago' when in fact they are at least 60 years
within the diatomaceous-rich Monterey series. Color
old and probably much older.
(usually the
attribute of chert) is fairly
The only serious damage which I can see that
helpfui in recognizing Monterey material for l:t ranges from
was done by the flooding of the reservoir was the
vrhite to dark brown but is almost always characterized
diaturbance of the surface material which had been
by either white or light brown bands or patches. Franciscan scattered and/or carried away.
chert is much more variable in appearance with colors
Therefore, I feel that the inundation of sites behind
(often in the same peice) that range across the entire
reservoirs, other than disturbing the surface material
spectrum (although I have get to find some that is
and damaging iron artifacts, may·under some circumstances
chartreuse).. In general one must take t..J.ie negative
protect and not destroy tJ1e subsurface artifactual material~
approach when trying to determine if a piece is Monterey
C)f course, there are measures that should be taken prior
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to inundation:
l) Locate and record all threatened sites. They should
marked or plotted in such a manner so as to be easily
ocated in the event that the reservoir be drained or
•
abandoned.

3) Excavation of dry rock shelters - for the water may
cause severe damage here.
GERALD R. GATES
NARC
December, 19 72

2) Intensive surface collection of all threatened sites.

Historic Archaeology

Edited by Paul Schumacher.

-- --- --~ -

Dr. William J. Wallace has been working in Death
Valley off and on for the past 15 years through National
Park Service Contracts. During the past two years, he and
his crew have been excavating at the Eagle and Harmony
Borax Works. We have reported his research progress at
these two Historic Sites in previous issues. At Harmony
Borax they completed the mapping of the various features
this winter, and dug the privy. They hope to complete the
vations at Eagle Borax this February.
.
•

Bill Wallace also reports that this January they started
an archaeological investigation of the Casa de Machado in
Old Town San Diego State Historic Park. The Casa de
Machado is one of the earliest structures in Old Town
(reportedly built in 1832), so the research work should
prove interesting.

The Society for Historical Archaeology held its 6th
Annual Conference in St. Paul, Minn. in January concurrently with the 4th International Conference on Underwater
Archaeology. Edward Von Der Porten of Santa Rosa was
the only Californian to present a paper, which was on
Artifacts from Drakes Bay. I will quote from his Abstract.
"Sixteenth Century historic artifacts from the Francis
Drake (1879) and/or Sebastian Rodrizuez Cermeno (1595)
expeditions have been found in Indian village sites at
Drakes Bay,.. California·, 30 miles north of San Francisco.
The early date of the contact, the survival of considerable
documentation, and the mingling of European and Indian
artifacts makes the area ideal for interdisciplinary researchand much has be.en done by scholars from many disciplines
in the last thirty-two year<J.
"This paper reviews one phase of the research; the
intensive sudy of the historic artifacts. The study has
established a physical sixteenth century datum level in a
midden; has added to the knowledge of Chinese ManilaGalleon- trade ceramics (the largest group of artifacts); has
shed light on Indian reaction to exotic materials such as
blue-on-white porcelains; has provided some comments on
Asian and European trade. patterns in the Pacific; has
identified the expedition from which a few of the artifacts
c a . n d has helped confirm the locations of the Cermeno
::a
te, the Cermeno shipwrick site and the Drake camp
3ite- all of vvhich had been established by documentary
·esearch, but of which Only the latter has been tentatively

---------~""--r--

located archaeologically. "
Von der Porten also has a chapter on the porcelains and
tera cottas of Drakes Bay in the recently published
"Contributions to the Archaeology of Point Reyes National
Seashore: A Compednium in Honor of Adan E. Treganza;,
Robert E. Schenk, Editor, Treganza Museum Papers No. 6.
This is available from the Museum at C. S. U. S .F. for $5. 00

The Society for Historical Archaeology will hold the
7th Annual Meeting at the Oakland Museum, Jan. 10-12, l
1974. I will be the Program Chairman. Mark those dates
on your calendar and prepare your papers in order that you
may join us in Oakland. We also expect to have a large
.representation of Underwater Archaeologists. Membership
in _the Society which includes an Annual Journal- is only
$7. SO a year, and I will be happy· to send you an application
form if you write me.

I
•I

I expect all those performing Historic Archaeology in
this state, or with items of interest on Historic contact
material for this column, to write me at my home- 200
Pinehill Road, Hillsborough, Ca. , 94010, or at the
Treganza Museum, C. S. U. S.F. I-will not send out notices,
but hope that you will write me of current activities when
they are fresh.

/nqueries
MAJOLICA POTTERY
Based upon the framework published in the Pacific Coast
Archaeological Society Occasional Paper Number 2, Ronald
V. May has expanded the subject into a Master's thesis.
More specific information on collections of Spanish or
Mexican Majolica recovered from California archaeological sites is needed for this project. If anyone suspects
they have Majolica ware in their collection, please contact
Ron May. Relatively precise dates for the individual types
could be exchanged for the mere reporting of the distribution
of types in Calidornia. Please call 714-287-3667 or write
6295 Stanley Ave., #2, San Diego, California 92115.

I
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sustinence during seasons in which little food was
available. They also made a more balanced diet possible
and provided a potential for trade J;Jetween households.
The regulation of flows between differend kinds of
food stores involved the organization of behavior in ways
which insured the maintenance of sufficient stored food and
yet maximized the opportunities to profit from exchanges
Ring with Handle
with others. It was in the regulation of flows that beads
Phase 2 Haliotis
(as well as many other manufactured goods, religious
Pendant used in
ritual, mourning ceremonies, burial ceremonies, art and at
Chumash area
times even warfare) served the purposes which caused their
Second in a series by Chester King
production.
The more centralized stores managed by chiefs were
In the last is sue of the NEWSLETTER I provided a brief
maintained for the whole community subject to a chief.
introduction to archaeological research concerning beads.
Because their maintenance was in the interest of everyone
I mentioned that beads were historically used in the
in a community, ritual regulation of these stores was highly
organization of interpersonal relationships which were related
developed. Secret society members often maintained
to the exchange of goods. Some ethnographic accounts which
describe uses of beads are:
esoteric knowledge,. demonstrated control of supernatural
powers and put on elaborate dance rituals in order to help
I. Loeb, E.M. (1926) Pomo Folkways. University of
validate their power to collect food or money for community
California Publications in American Archaeology and
food stores. The members of the societies were paid for·
Ethnography (UCPAAE), Vol. 19, No. 2.
their services by chiefs out of the community stores, or by
providing rights of access to these stores.
2. Barrett, S.A. (1952)- Material Aspects of Pomo Culture.
In order for chiefs to maintain their power it was
Bulletin of the Public Museum of the City of
necessary for them to demonstrate their control over large
Milwaukee, Vol. 20, Pts. I and II.
stores of food and wealth by means of displays of wealth
3. Powers, S. (18 77) The Tribes of California. Contribuobjects, large contributions to fiestas, and by giving
tions to North American Ethnology, Vol. III. US Govt.
expensive gifts in the maintenance of ties with other
Printing Office, Washington DC.
chiefs who also controlled large stores. These gifts usually
4. Barret, S.A. and E.W. Gifford (1933) Miwok Material
were not accompanied by immediate return gifts or food or
Culture. Bulletin of the Milwaukee Public Museum,
wealth, but rather were-more of the nature of a banking
Vol, 2 No. 4 (March 1933).
transaction or the purchase of an insurance policy. Chiefs
s. Latta, F. (1949) Handbook ofYokut Indians. Kern
who coula afford to give many gifts could do so because
County Muse um, Bakersfield.
of their power and the giving of gifts in tum increased
6. Goldschmidt, W. (1951) Nomlaki Ethnography. UCPAAE
, their power by validating rights of access to food stores
controlled by gift recipients.
Vol. 4 2, No. 4, Berkeley.
A good ethnographic description of the operation of a
7. King, C.D. (1971) Chumash Intervillage Exchange.
political economy involving managers of large food stores
Indian Historian Vol. 4, No. l 31-43. San Francisco.
and gifts in.which shell beads play a central role can be
s. strong, w. D. (1929) Aboriginal Society in Southern
found in The Argonauts of the Pacific by Bronislow
Califotnia UCPAAE Vol. 26. Berkeley; .
Malinowski.
Exchanges between the stores controlled by small
B. Strong, W. D. (19 29) Aboriginal Society in Southern
household units did not usually involve community interests
California. UCPAAE Vol. 26. Berkeley.
and were not subject to much ritual regulation or control.
Since small individual households represented relatively
9. King, T. F • (19 7 2) New Views of California Indian
little political power, exchanges between household units
Societies. Indian Historian, Vol. 5 No. 4:12-17.
usually involved the exchange of materials of equal value
San Francisco.
with little lag between giving and receiving. In California
Other references can be found in the numerous ethnobeads were often used in this sort of transaction.
graphies and the Culture Element Distribution lists covering.
In order to insulate the different kinds of economic
California Indian groups• Many of these are published'
flows, it was necessary to use different kinds of beads in
in the UCPAAE and in the University of California
the maintenance of different exchange circuits. (In a future
·Anthropological Records.
article I will explain why beads and not other things are
· ·
·
·used in particular exchanges, and will take up the problem
Th·e Role of Food Storage and EXchange in Prehistoric California of defining just what a bead is. It is enough to say here
In prehistoric California people mantained stores of
that beads are standardizable units which can be easily
food in order to reduce the effects of seasonal and annual
differentiated and can by used to convey descrete
fluctuations in available food. In other words people
information efficiently, as beads have few dimensions).
stored up food to ward off starvation. The connection of
.
different food stores through interaction between different
Explanation of Forms· of Beads at Medea Creek
social groups further reduced the effects of local
From data obtained at the Medea Creek Cemetery
fluctuations.
(LAn-243} L. King (1969) differentiated three major burial
In most areas of California chiefs maintained large
areas and demonstrated ·significant differences in the beads
food stores which were used to feed people in bad years
found in the different areas of the cemetery. The more
when there were acorn crop failures or unexpected poor runs
common bead types found in intact lots are .illustrated in the
of salmon, etc. These stores were user'! also to give
figure accompanying this column.
fiestas and to feed guests of the chief.
I shall discuss the different areas of the Medea.
0th.er food stores were maintained by housAholds. ThesB Cemetery as East, Center, and West. These areas correspond
stores were usually planned to feed the honseholds throughwith the areas called El-3, W4 and Wl-3 respectively by
out the year. Their main purpose was to provide for
L. King (1969) . The I/lest area was characterized by the
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EARLY illSTORIC AND LATE PROTOHISTORIC SHELL BEADS USED IN THE SANTA MONICA MOUNTAIN AREA:
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Tvpe- Material & Shape

1. Olivella bii:;>licata cap
2. Olivella biplicata lipped
3. Olivella biplicata callus
cup
4. Large Columella tubes
Kelletia kelleti
5. Olivella biplicata callus
cup with xxx incisions
6. Olivella biplicata ·callus
cylinder

QUANTITY
Ma]ibU

Medea
Creek
Cem.l

Cem.2

Tvpe- Material & Shape

Cem~2

~lJgea

.fil§@§

13. Olivella bii;>licata wall
rough disc
.14. Olivella bii:;>licata wall
medium sized disc
8,900
15. Black stone (talc
schist?) disc
5
16. Mytilus califomianus disc
42
17. Haliotis rufescens and
Haliotis cracheroderi
epidermis discs
1805
18. Clam cylinder- Ti vela
stultorum or other species
302
19. Mytilus californianus
cylinder
400
20. Black stone (talc schist?)
cylinder
11
21. Tivela stultorum tube
80
22. Olivella biJ2licata small
2260
disc
23. Olivella biplicata disc with
with I 11 incisions
1126
24. Tivela stultorurn globular
7
25. Hinnites multirug:osus tube
and globular
30

12

1700
5440

66

109

6

all areas

170
east &
west, not
center area

1020

7. Olivella bii;>licata callus
spoon PLAIN
42
xxx-incised
72
8. Olivella biplicata callus
tube
73
9. Columella pendant:
Ocenebra Poulsoni, fa ton
festivus, Fusinus kobelti
222
10. Small columella tube- same
species as #9
94
11. Mytilus califomianus tube
12
18

Malibu

62
east &
west, not
center area

24,036

2,191*
5

center and
west, not
east
686
76
278

163
5014

17

**

west not
center and
east

*with early Malibu lots
** large in center; medium=srnall in center and west, not
in east

2 One lot was not tabulated
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presence of burials which were interpreted as being those
of individuals who had high ascribed power, that is chiefs
and their close relatives. The cemetery area was characterized
by burials of individuals who were able to attain ritual control
powers. The East area was characterized by burials of
individuals of attained status who were outside of the
boundaries of the rock features cover'ing the West and
Central areas.
The distribution of beads in the Medea Creek Cemetery
suggests the following explanations relating the forms of
beads to their uses.
a. Beads #-2 ta jf4 in the accompanying figure: These
beads are not very showy or colorful, but require much work
to produce, as they are of hard material. They range from low
to high value forms. They were used by individ.uals of all
social classes over a large area of California (see last
NEWSLETTER column). They were used in economic·
exchanges in which equivalencies were exchanged without
lags (market exchanges).
b. Beads #-5 to #10 in. the figure: These beads are
slightly more showy in relation to the cost of their nroducttion than those discussed in \a) (exceptiilg probably
Olivella tube beads). Like those discussed in (a) they
were made from the columella of univalves. They were used·
by those who attained wealth through market exchanqes
(traders) and were not allowed to bank wealth in community
stores or were used by the extremely wealthy who could
afford to invest in and use all types of beads. They range
in between the values .of beads described in (a), excepting
cylinders and incised cups, they are rarely found outside
the southern California area between Point Conception and
Catalina Island.
c. Beads #12: These are beads which are very showy
compared with the cost of their manufacture. They are
made of one of the softest and most colorful types of shell
materials.. These like the beads discussed in (b) were
used by the wealthy who could afford them. They
_probably mainly demonstrated that their owners had enough
wealth to invest in "useless" beads.
d. Beads #-14 to #20: These are more showy in.
relation to the cost of their production than are the beads
described in (a) and (b). · This category includes low to
medium value forms of beads whose ownership demonstrated
rights to community food stores. They were used by
managers of community stores as gifts to other chiefs and
as gifts to those who aided in the maintenance of
community stores.

e. Beads 4f21: These were high value forms similar
to those discussed in (d). The largest of these were
concentrated in the Center area.
f. Beads #22 to #25: These.beads are smcller (more
refined) than the beads discussed in (d) or are incised.
The tubular and globular beads are of hard materials, but
are more showy than tubular beads illustrated as #4 and
;#21. These beads were evidentally only used in exchanges
between managers of community stores and as such were
marks of chieftainshlp.

In the next issue of the NEWSLETTER I shall discuss
the changes intthe beads u.sed in the Sarrta Monica
Mountain area between 1770 and 1810, wliich are indicated
in the enclosed charts and relate the explanations of these
changes to differences in beads used in different times
and places in California.

•

EDITORIAL
ARI RESIGNATIONS

Dr. Margaret Weide of Long Beach State and Tom King,
both previously members of the Board of Directors of
Archaeological Research, Inc., have forwarded to the
SCA Newsletter copies of their letters of resignation from
the ARI Board of Directors. ARI is an independant CostaMesa based archaeological enterprise. Their reasons
for resigning are important and deserve to be aired openly.
These two statements are abstracted from the letters to
R. Desautels, President of ARI.
"ARI has continued to neglect important aspects of its
role as a professional archaeolog'ical group and its' ethical
responsiblities regarding long-range planning in regions
where it has assumed primary responsibility for archaeological management. It has als~ failed to attract or hold
in.~ividuals of solid academic and professional achievement
in,.the organization, or to stimulate such achievements from
those who have become the core of ARI. Further, ARI has
given lowest priority to the guidelines suggested by its
Board of Directors , and failed to keep them informed of
ARI's major activities and developments. The result is
that I cannot take ARI on faith, I know very little about
what ARI is doing, and I am no longer willing to lend my
support. to ARI."
Margaret Weide

ranuary 13' 1973

co~~tantly

"Over the years I have
hoped that ARI woul.d •
evolve into a viable alternative to the traditional academic
community as a means of promoting responsible archaeological research and planning ... Now I regretfully have to
recognize that while ARI has experienced unquestionable
success in dealing with private firms and local governments,
it ha1nargely cea'sed to communicate with the profession
of archaeology. You have failed to employ any academically
qualified archaeologist on your regular staff; you have
failed to subject your operational ·policies, plans, projects,
or reports to inspection by the Boards of Governors or
Directors, and requests-by various of us that you do so
have been met with hostility and non-cooperation; you
have launched large-scale projects in OrangeCounty and
elsewhere with little meaningrul attempt at overall planning
and with scant "attention to professional and community
archaeologists concerned with the areas in question, and
you have_i;l~fil!.ated with your environmental firm,
"Environmental Impact Reports, Inc. without consultation
with your professional Boards. Under these circumstances I
can no longer certify nor honestly believe that you are
engaged in responsible archaeology, and I am forced to
disassociate myself from your activities.
TOM KING
January 15, 1973.
TSURAI THREATENED
The Yurok town Tsurai (cf. Heizer and :Iv.ills, TEE FOUR
AGES OF TSURAI, UC Press 1952) is threatened with
destruction by expansion of the City of Trinidad, Humboldt
County. Present reside.ntial construction plans endanger
•
the historic cemetery. Opposition to the project is being
organized by the Yurek, the Northern Indian Cemetery
Protective Associai:ion, and California Indian Legal
Services, with technical assistance from the SCA, Northwes.t
District. The City has delayed action on the developer's
request for a use permit, but the final outcome remains in
doubt.
TOM KING
10
January 11, 1973

etc .. The£e is a good book review section and an up-to-the
minute review of current news and research called "Time
Capsules".
The newness of PA, and the speed with which it is put
out, show in a bit of unevenness and a good many typographical errors, but this is a small price to pay for a
Pooular Archaeology is a new publication that appears
regular means of getting "the word" about archaeology out
every other week out of Wichita, Kansas. Subtitled "The
to the ordinary citizen. PA may g 0 a long way toward
Mystery and Excitement of the Search", it is concerned with creating a more accurate public image of archaeology,
archaeology as seen through the eyes of the responsible
and it's good quick reading for anybody who wants to keep
layman. PA specifically eschews participation by pothunters, on top of current developments.
and addresses itself to both participating and armchair
As yet the magazine has not been extensively marketed
avocational archaeologists. Articles tend toward "what
on the west coast, but subscriptions are available for
archaeology feels like" (an interesting couple of pieces
$ 7 · 00 (26 issues fr:om POPULAR ARCHAEOLOGY, Box 18365,
recently contrasted a professor's and student's view of
Wichita, Kansas 67218. PA also solicits non-technical
the same field school) and glamour-issues like matters of
manuscripts and photos, for which it pays 4¢ per word and
trans-oceanic contacts, but generally display a good
$5.00 per published Picture. Drop them a note and I believe
variety. Editorials push responsible avocationalism, good
they'll send you a free copy.
'J'OM KING
professional-avocationa.l relationships, salvage legislation,
January, 1973

CURRENT FIELDWORK
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PROJECT

Hunter- Liggett Military
Reservation Survey
San Mateo Drainage Survey

Morro Bay Tank Site
Preliminary study
US 199 EIR Survey

EDITOR's NOTE: The Purpose of this column is to provide
a permanent record of all archaeology done in the state.
Please help us make this list complete by submitting the
following information on a regular basis: NAME OF. PROJECT,
NATURE OF PROJECT (SURVEY, EXCAVATION SALVAGE,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. REPORT, ETC.), COUNTY,
DIRECTOR, AND WHERE THE DATA IS LOCATED.

LOCATION

DIRECTOR

S. Montery Co.
Rob Edwards
Trabuco District,
Thomas Wright
Cleveland Natl.
Forest
San Luis Obispo Co. Roberta Greenwood

DATES
Nov., 1972

begins Jan. 9

DATA AVAILABLE
Santa Cruz Archaeological Soc.
Cleveland Forest Project,
Cal State Long Beach
P.G. & E.

Tom King

AETAM

Marin Water District Intertie EIR Survey
Rt. 29 EIR surveys

Smith River, Del
Norte Co. , CA
Illinois Valley, OR
Novato, Marin Co.

T. King

AETAM

Napa Valley

T. King

Temecula excavations

Orange Co.

Gerald Smith

Dec, 1972

San Berna.rdino Co .. Museum

proposed.

San Bernardino Co. Museum
San Diego Museum o! Man

AETAM

Crowder Canyon
Imperial Hwy 86 survey

Cajon Pass, San
·Imperial Valley

Gerald Smith
Ron May

Torrey Hill survey.

Del Mar

Ron.May

Woodley Hills 2 0 acre
development" survey

Encinitas

Deerpark 70 acre.
development survey.
· Ponderosa Homes
evelopment survey
ho Santa Fe
, dv!>tr:lal Park

Santee

• 11

Rancho Sante F.e
Rancho Sante Fe

11

Carmel Mt. East

Rancho Bernardo

Ron May

Highway 75

San Ysidro

Karl Gurcke

La Costa Vale
300 acre development
La Posta: 1-8 Salvage
excavation
Scripps Ranch

Encinitas

Ron May

Laguna Mts.

Coyote Canon

Anza Boreggo

Mark Ryzdynski
and Ron May
Ron May, R. Riddell
M. Ryzdynski, W.
J. Wallace, E.
Wallace
W. Seidel

Woodside survey

San Mateo Co.

Ron Hanson

Cco-271 excavations

Contra Costa Co.

George & Corrine
S.oles
Don Miller

Poway

Samwel Cave explorations
Machado Adobe study

Redding area
Old Town San Diego Willam and Edith
Wallac.e
Casa de Domingues excavation Old Town San Diego James Moriorty

San Diego Museum of Man

State Parks and Recreation
Iona Consultants , Inc.
PO Box 8 50, Los Altos , CA
Contra Costa County
Nov., 1972

Sacramento Co.

Eric Ritter·, Peter
Shultz

Sac-145 (Stonelake); detailed
faunal analysis

Sacramento Co

Peter Shultz, Dwight
Simmons

Little Indian Valley excavation Yolo County

Robert Orlins

Pleasant Valley Survey
Berryessa Valley Surve.Y
Vaca Valley
Excavation of Sol-253
Analysis of 4-Yol-104
Rancho Murietta survey

Dean Gaumer

Dry Creek, Little Dry Creek,
Yuba River survey
Sacramento Countf survey

Nat. Forest Service
State Parks and Recreation
University of San Diego

Seeley Stables, Bandini House Old Town San Diego Paul H. Ezel
Delta Peripheral Canal
Realignment survey

State Parks and Recreation

3rd year of 5
year program

Yolo Co. Water Conservation
and Recreation District
Yolo High & S. C. U. s.

current
Between Sloughouse Ann Peak
and Jackson
Donald Storm

Calif. State Univ. at Sac.

c.s.u.s.

Jerry Johnson

The Society for California Archaeology, Inc., is a
scientific and educational organization dedicated to
promoting the interests of California Archaeology.
All statements in the NEWSLETTER, including editorials,
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